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BRAND PROFILE
Our client is a leading Indian bakery brand with wafers as its highest-grossing or hero
product. The company competes with brands like Nestle, Britannia, Parle, and other
signiﬁcant players in the FMCG industry. The private limited company has a strength of
more than 2,200 employees.
The brand we analyzed is also recognized as one of the major brands for its founding
company, and it drives the majority of the sales for the organization. Through passion,
the brand expanded its scale across cities and states of the country. The brand's primary
focus has been boosting customer satisfaction and optimizing inventories.

CHALLENGES FACED BY
THE BRAND
The leading Indian bakery brand wanted to keep a digital track of the Stock Keeping
Units (SKUs) in the ecommerce channel. Moreover, it wanted to achieve its objective of
understanding the stock availability for its hero product across cities, and pin codes, on
eCom platforms.
The brand focused primarily on ﬁve major eCom stores like Amazon, Flipkart, BigBasket,
Swiggy Instamart, and BlinkIt. Moreover, it wanted to analyze the percentage of
availability versus unavailability in Metro cities like Ahmedabad, Chennai, and Delhi,
along with Tier-2 cities like Kanpur, Bikaner etc.
The bakery brand was constantly facing issues in analyzing the stock availability needs
of the hero product on ecommerce platforms in real-time across regions.
Simultaneously, it wanted to deep dive into to review the stock status of its top-selling
variant.
So, the brand wanted a scalable solution, an eCom Competitive Analysis tool, that could
help them track their availability across the cities and pin codes regularly. Therefore, the
bakery brand reached out mScanIt, powered by mFilterIt, to achieve its objectives.
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OUR SOLUTION & OBSERVATIONS
Seamless analysis and tracking have changed the wave for stock management.
mScanIt offered a competitive advantage to the bakery brand by deciphering the
availability of its hero products. mScanIt's dashboard provided stock availability on
ecommerce platforms based on city, pin codes, sub-category, sub-brand, variant, SKU
range etc.
Upon analyzing the product availability, the brand found that the product availability
across eCommerce platforms was around 36% across the country. However, on analysis
at the Zonal level, we observed that cities in North Zone had the worst availability
(around 28%).
Moreover, we noticed that the stock availability of third-party sellers in the South Zone
was nearly 80%, whereas the ofﬁcial seller had availability of nearly 33%. It means that the
3P seller would most likely win the buy box and have had more conversions/ sales vis-àvis the authorized sellers.

Brands’ Stats

36%

Stock Availability Across the Country
Stock Availability at Zonal Level
in North Zone

28%

80%

South Zone
Stock Availability of 3P Seller

33
Stock Availability of Ofﬁcial Seller

%
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ACTION TAKEN & OUTCOME
mScanIt accurate data revelation, real-time updates and daily reports received by the
brand enabled it to keep an accurate account of stocks and manage availability
accordingly. Moreover, reviewing stock availability daily enabled the brand to keep a
competitive advantage and helped them improve their ﬁll rates. Besides this, our
dashboard revealed key takeaways under the insights segment, which allowed the
brand to take corrective measures at the warehouses, especially with the time to reﬁll
the stocks.
With the above-mentioned efforts, the stock availability drastically improved to 53%
once the brand noticed the pin code level availability and informed the Key Account
Managers of their respective platforms about taking corrective actions.

Stock Availability
at Pin Code Level

53%

BUSINESS IMPACT OF mScanIt
Stock Management of
hero products
became seamless and
highly effective.

The brand could
maintain its competitive
edge in the key product
category.

Insights enabled the
brand to take
corrective measures for
stockouts, speciﬁcally
for authorized sellers.

Reviewing availability
helped to understand
and improve the ﬁll
rates signiﬁcantly.
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ACTION TAKEN & OUTCOME
Competitive Edge
Managing the hero product's stock availability helped
the brand to gain a competitive advantage across
platforms, variants, and regions

Real-Time Analysis and Alerts
Managing stock availability in real-time diminished
unavailability and offered higher sales to the brand via
authorized sellers.
The automated alerts enabled the brand to check on
products' diminishing and stocking status consistently.

Robust Support and ML Reporting
mScanIt's dedicated customer success team was readily
available to manage inclusions, exclusions of SKUs,
keywords, pin codes, cities, etc., and offered real-time ML
reports.

A Consolidated Dashboard
Reviewing availability on a single dashboard provided the
bakery brand with a complete product overview.

mFilterIt is a new age company that caters to protecting digital integrity across
platforms.
We believe in the power deep tech and data science to create transformational
growth in our customers.
Today we work with more than 500 clients across 15 countries in the globe.
mFilterIt provides a variety of innovative and comprehensive IT solutions. We deliver
quality services in the most efﬁcient way, and our experts will work collaboratively
with you to customize our offerings to your particular needs. Book a meeting with
one of our consultants to hear more about how we can assist your operation.

CONTACT US
/@mﬁlterit
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